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Chris Morgan, Waiting for Frost, Digital Video Loop with Sound 

 
 
In considering the poetics of light, I see light emanating from a particular base or surface advertising continual and 
momentary visual qualities - moments in time which represent the infinite.  
An emerging and seemingly random but otherwise orderly aspect of an abstracted narrative - encapsulated in light – 
advertises phenomena surrounding the basis and structure of surface from the perspective of the virtual and the 
ephemeral as a pathway leading to both imagination and visual histories.  
 
One of my interests in surface quality surrounds the annual occurrence of heavy frosts in a particular rural location. Here, 
frost settles on the vertical glass surfaces of transparent structures in an open bush setting. As an enhancement of this 
world, low winter morning sun creates an eerie celestial stillness.  In this context, infinity seems scantily clad by a 
materiality that brings slow-moving, low-angled sunlight through gaps in becalmed east-facing foliage, to fall on the 
frosted glass. At once and repeatedly, glass surfaces become beacons of light that dull quickly and numbness pervades.   
 
During the season of frosts I use a moving image time-lapse capture process to approximate and appropriate - as video 
art - the rich experience of light falling on natural and true high definition moss and frost-covered glass screens. What 
video technology captures through time-lapse simplifies and distills my otherwise groping with the infinite. Through a time-
lapse methodology I can hide the frenetic within the frenetic. Through the hidden panic and headlong rush into the 
inevitability imposed by a timed sense of the eternal I can refrain from expectation and focus on what comes to me as a 
Medieval or Heideggerian notion of non-representational truth. This truth is derived from engagement in the work as the 
qualities of light create a calmness and peace between the lines that border the frenetic. 
 
Between seasons of frost I wait, watching as dust and mould build on the local glass surfaces. A vertical stage is 
continually being prepared for the new season’s frosts – it won’t be long now.  
 
The media piece, “Waiting for Frost,” is constructed as an interim video time-lapsed work that advertises the same rural 
location – but a frostless hybrid space which invites its own experience. Through imagery within fallen dew - a gentler 
deposit - I am consciously and experientially aware that time is moving on. Although I sense a timetabled structure that 
exercises the human accompaniment of expectation, fallen dew mediates in place of the frost and I experience layered 
and moderated representations of both time and eternity and this, in a single glance.   


